
FULL STACK DEVELOPER
MATTHEW CALIMBAS

 matthewcalimbas@gmail.com  www.mattcalimbas.com  909-348-3335  

 matthew-calimbas/

SKILLS

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES

HTML5
CSS 3
JavaScript
Python
PowerShell

FRAMEWORKS

Node.js
Express
REACT
Bootstrap
jQuery

DATABASES

MySQL
MongoDB
SQLLite
PostgreSQL

SOFTWARE UTILIZED

Microsoft Visual Studio Code
MySQL Workbench

SUMMARY

Full stack developer with a knowledge base in MEAN, MERN and Python with exemplary communication
and social skills from a tenure in the retail industry. Fully self su�cient and experienced in the design,
testing, and deployment of applications with a re�ned ability to tackle challenging problems both
e�ciently and creatively.  

PROJECTS

Gogopix June 2019  to Current
As lead developer I created and currently maintain the API back end and helped with the creation and
maintenance of the postgreSQL database launched using AWS RDS database servicing for android
wallpaper marketplace app.  As product manager I helped lead the development teams in the conception, 
build out and launching of new features while acting as a liaison between the CEO, stakeholders and the
development teams ensuring adherence to  the AGILE methodology to meet stringent deadlines. 
Website: https://www.gogopix.co/
Tech Utilized: Express, Node.js, postgreSQL, Amazon AWS RDS 

The Cooler
A simple but robust web application that parses an extensive Beer Api. Filters beer selections by either
bitterness or alcohol percentage and provides details on individual beers with the ability to favorite
selections for later viewing.  
Website: https://beer-selector.herokuapp.com/
Tech Utilized: Express, Angular, Node.js.
Database: Punk Beer API 

Fatboy Shrink Boxing Feb. 2021 
Nearly fully realized website using only HTML and CSS with the use of CSS frameworks such as Boostrap.
Was made as a proposal for a client as a proof of concept for a potential frontend facelift. 
Website: https://mattycalimbas.github.io/fatboyshrinkboxing/
Tech Utilized: HTML and CSS 
 

EMPLOYMENT

Trilogy Education · Web Development Course Assistant and Tutor, UCLA Extension · Los Angeles, CA · Aug. 2019  to Current

Course assistant and Tutor for the UCLA coding bootcamp that covers full-stack web development (HTML,
CSS, JavaScript, jQuery, Bootstrap, Responsive Design, Node.js, React.js, Heroku, User Auth., MongoDB,
and MySQL).  I assist the lead instructor in the tutelage of future junior developers.  I also project manage
various student teams during project week(s) using AGILE methodology employing single week sprints
while acting as the intermediary between their real world clients, themselves, and the lead instructor. 
Other responsibilities include the conducting of one on one meetings near daily providing tutoring and
professional guidance.   

Heat Dance Company · Web Developer Intern · Los Angeles, CA · Apr. 2019  to Sept. 2019 

Lead Web Developer intern.  My responsibilities include the creation and maintenance of the current
WordPress based website.  I work in close collaboration with the CEO, graphic design artists and
photographers to create dynamic but stylistic web pages.

Retail Spaces: Circuit City, Vans, Walmart, and Dicks Sporting Goods
Acquired and re�ned an extensive skill set involving navigating dynamic social interactions positively,
meeting quotas and deadlines and working cooperatively in a team setting. Also received experience with
multiple P.O.S and inventory tracking systems.

EDUCATION

Coding Dojo - Burbank, CA
Over 1000+ hours completed of comprehensive coding involving both curriculum and project work.
Received certi�cations on all 3 stacks provided; Python, Java, and MEAN (MongoDb, Express, Angular, and
Node).
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